


Jennifer Nicole Lee is the ultimate weight loss
success turn around story. 
Once an overweight mom, she took control of her life, shedding over 80 lbs, leading her to become
a best selling author of 15 wellness books, a motivational Life Coach, & a Celebrity Fitness Trainer,
empowering countless through her virtual e-Gym, “JNL Fitness Studio Online.”

She is the creator of the accredited “JNL Fusion Method” for all fitness levels,
with a focus on fat loss, muscle toning, also with an emphasis on
breathing, for complete & total wellness.

JNL is passionate about sharing her own transformation
with others, allowing her to truly connect deeply with
her VIP clients.
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She is a best selling author to the following books sold worldwide at major
bookstores and also at Amazon.com, Jennifer Nicole Lee’s Books on Wellness,
Transformation, Fitness & Health, and Life Giving Food:
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1. The Mind, Body & Soul Diet Book: Your Complete Transformational Guide to Health, Healing, &

Happiness”, with forward written by Dr. Joe Vitale, one of the key teachers featured in “The Secret”.

2. The Fitness Model Diet Book” JNL’s Super Fitness Model Secrets to Optimal Health”

3. The Bikini Model Diet Book

4. The Fun Fit Foodie Cookbook: JNL’s Secret Super Fitness Model Fat Blasting & Muscle Fueling Recipes

5. Crack the Code! Unlock Your Fat Burning & Weight Loss Potential

6. The Sexy Body Diet

7. When You are Stuck in a Rut & Need a Motivational Kick in the Butt

8. Foot Steps to Success: How to Be Fit & Successful in All Areas of Your Life

9. Descifra El Codigo, Spanish Version of “Crack the Code”

10. Vol 2 of "When You are Stuck in a Rut & Need a Motivational Kick in the Butt"

11. Vol 3 of "When You are Stuck in a Rut & Need a Motivational Kick in the Butt"

12. Jolt of JNL: Jennifer Nicole Lee's Compilation of Inspirational Photos & Motivational Quotes

13. FITNESS MODEL PROGRAM BOOK & LIFESTYLE GUIDE

14. Kill Your Monster Craving Book & Guide

15. Bikini Model Program Book 



As an expert in Sports Nutrition 
and an educator, Jennifer Nicole Lee
is on a global mission to make the
world a happier, healthier place.
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Since going vegan, she has experienced too
many benefits to even start listing off here.
But, the main advantages have been boundless
energy, inner peace, a boost in her positive
mental attitude, increased stamina, more
endurance, & also an “enlightened” feeling.
Therefore, she is now passing the torch of food
wisdom and motivation to others!
She created a “Vegan Starter Kit Life-Coaching
Consultation”, which then parlayed into a talk
and seminar- which helps anyone to start
their plant-based journey, especially if they
dont know where to start. This seminar is very
powerful as it also provides priceless knowledge
to those beginning vegans who dont have
support form their current inner circle of friends
& family. As a certified life coach, she is here to
help all set themselves up for success, so when
they do make the vegan switch, they will be
prepared! JNL showcases how being a vegan is
extremely creative, & how you will stick with it
because she simplifies it, and makes if fun.

In this class, she teaches how to:
• Veganize Your favorite dishes
• Explore creative new vegan recipes
• New faux meats & non-dairy products
• Try Ethnic Foods
• Discover Vegan-Friendly Restaurants



Weight Loss is really 80% Nutrition, and Abs are 
Made in the Kitchen! And this is why Jennifer has 
created “Meals by JNL”
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Your one-stop- online shop for the BEST FAT LOSS, MUSCLE FUELING Meal Planning System, 
created by Doctors, Certified Nutritionists and Licensed Dieticians, Simple, yet effective, 
complete with different meal plans every day! Plus mobile app access for eating on the go, 
and of course the ease of being able to view your grocery list on your phone to go shopping with,
as well as viewing your personalized meal plan customized just for you!
 
Visit www.MealsByJNL.com to see how Jennifer has infused modern day tech to make it easy 
for you to accomplish your nutritional goals and stay on track!

BY

WWW.MEALSBYJNL.COM



Jennifer Nicole Lee is the CEO and visionary
power house behind JNL Worldwide, Inc.
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Due to her wildly successful globally broadcasted and marketed fitness
and wellness products, books, digital products, e-commerce, and
merchandise, she is internationally recognized in over 110 different
countries.

In short, “JNL” is an extremely successful global mega-brand. Ms. Lee 
is an international celebrity, a bestselling author, a highly sought-after
spokes model, power pitch woman being the name/face/and body of all
of her lifestyle brands, wellness products, exercise equipment, DVDs,
home, bath, bedding, spa, and electronic downloads, and websites.

Jennifer Nicole Lee has branched out her empire with the mindset to
pay it forward. She is a philanthropist contributing to many different
organizations and endeavors to empower women across the globe
through her conferences and speaking engagements on how to brand 
and market yourself. How to have the life you so richly deserve. 
However and most importantly she is a devoted mother, representing
the millions of other mom’s and women in the world with a brand they
can trust.
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Jennifer is one of the world’s most accomplished
wellness experts , and is an international celebrity
due to her high profile wellness merchandise and
key media appearances.
Jennifer’s career as a top fitness expert and icon began when 
she lost over 80 pounds after the birth of her children.

Her motivational weight loss success story caught the world’s
attention, after she gained columns of accolades as a professional
fitness competitor, holding countless titles and crowns.

She gained international notoriety, due to her incredible
transformation, and was soon a frequent guest on major 
national talk shows, such as The Oprah Winfrey Oprah, E!
Entertainment, Fox and Friends, Extra, The Secret Lives of
Women, and highlighted as the top ultimate “pitchwoman”
and presenter on Discovery’s “Pitchmen” show, showcasing
her captivating and strong TV sales power.

Jennifer’s international notoriety for these skills also has put
herinto acting as seen Michael Bay’s Film Pain and Gain and 6
newfull length commercials and counting.

Mrs. Lee’s passion for business innovation has allowed her to
blend lifestyle products and services into the digital realm.
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To date she has appeared on a
Record Breaking 90 Magazine Covers
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She has recently undertook the task of rebranding her empire
with a strong presence through social media and the launch of her
new rebranded YouTube Channel. She is a bestselling author of 9
books on diet, nutrition, exercise, overall life enhancement and a
contributor to many magazines and eBooks such as Oxygen, Fitness
Rx and Bodybuilding.com.

She also runs an International consultation firm, having coached
thousands of women from around the world, and has hosted
weekend fitness retreats drawing women from all over the globe
to simply meet her and hear her speak. Jennifer is also a powerful
marketing expert, appearing in numerous globally broadcast
infomercials for her signature products including the Ab Circle Pro,

Mini Circle, and Chest Magic, and on top shopping networks, such
as QVC and The Home Shopping Network. To date, her company
has a major lifestyle product soon to be rolling out “Jolt Of JNL”
with key television media spots secured for advertising. Jennifer
is the driving force behind the unprecedented success and future
potential of JNL Worldwide.

JNL Worldwide, Inc. is known for collaborative projects with
various companies and individuals via sponsorship and media
endorsements to platform robust exposure and success for those
endeavoring to do so.

Coined as the “Steve Jobs of the fitness industry” she has
harnessed the unlimited marketing and sales potential of the
internet, creating a plethora of e-commerce sites, and .com’s
that rake in a hefty residual income via the world wide web.
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For booking, please contact JNL’s Marketing, Media & Booking team at:
Contact Jennifer Nicole Lee
Email: JNCelebrityBookings@gmail.com
Address: 6619 South Dixie Highway Suite 178, 
Miami, FL 33143
Social Media
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jnlofficial
• Instagram: http://instagram.com/jnlworldwide
• Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/ UCYVrJCz_1diZXM_yGTM3UTQ
• Twitter: https://twitter.com/thejnl
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